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3-STRUCTURE GENERATED ON M x R BY A MANIFOLD WITH THE 3-STRUCTURE
Iatrodnotion
This paper deals with the problem reverse to that one dlsoussed In [l] .
The Riemannian manifold M 4n~1 with the 3-e almost oontaot structure (p, u, 9 j satisfying certain conditions is opn-L a a a J sidered. Using this 3-structure, we are able to define on the manifold M 4n = M 4n~1 *R three tensor fields F, which satisfy ot the conditions introduced in [1], Moreover, there is given an example of 3-structures and conditions of integrability and completeness of adequate structures.
The fundamental notations
Let M 4n be 4n-dimensional differential manifold on which the 3 tensor-fields F (a = 1,2,3) of the type (1,1) are de-« fined satisfying the conditions (1) Pop = p 2 = ei, P op = g p, « a a a a p aptf where e = +1, e = +1, ot^Ji^ff-^oc, I-means the identity « ~ in 019 ~ mapping on TIT* and the coefficients t, £ satisfy the follower a fi ing identities -1031 - (9) g(X,Y) = g(X,Y) for X,Ye r(M 4n_1 ).
For the metric g and the tensor fields F, co, r? we have a 01 a such that X(p) + a(t) = w. So the formula (11) defines the tensor field of the type (1,1) on M 4n . Theorem 1. The 3-e almost contact structure |p,io, rj j. on M 4n " 1 generates the 3-structure j F J on M 4n satysfying (1) P 2 = el, F ° F = e F, ajiiiji^^a, a a « ft «(i gwhere I denotes the identity mapping onr(M 4n ). Proof. For XeT(M 4n ) we have F 2 (X) = P(FX + a n + e (<o(X) + *a) ^r) = ft a« aft» « a * = P 2 X + aP 7+ t (u>(X) + aa) n + a a oi cx a « cx + e f(uoP)(i) + au> (7) where A are the matrices of the fourth degree and satisfying the conditions (13) for each i = 1,2,...,n-1. Further construction is made as above.
The integrability conditions
Let us consider the integrability conditions for 3-struoture {J;}.
Definition.
The 3 
